SHIFTER CLASSIC 4
VINTAGE BURST HG

Seismic tone with rock solid sound & style. Featuring a solid Canadian Laurentian basswood body, the Shifter Classic 4 Vintage Burst is a light & gig friendly bass. Comes loaded with powerful Godin Passive PJ pickups controlled by 1x volume, 1x tone and a 4-way selector switch.

SPECs

Hard Rock Maple Neck
Maple (MN) or Rosewood (RN) Fingerboard
Canadian Laurentian Basswood Body
12” Fretboard Radius
1 1/2” Nut Width
34” Scale Length
Godin Passive PJ Pickups
4-Way Switch, 1x Volume, 1x Tone
Double Function Bridge (back load or front load)
Vintage Burst High-Gloss Finish
Includes Gig Bag

Model(s): Shifter Classic 4 Vintage Burst HG MN 046928
Shifter Classic 4 Vintage Burst HG RN 046935

Handcrafted in Canada

www.godinguitars.com